Horrible Geography
10 fantastic books Explore your world the wild way! Be whisked away on a truly great escape! Grab your compass, put on your tin hat and wave goodbye to the classroom. It’s time to go exploring and find out what geography’s really all about! Plant-choked rainforests. Polar caps where ice-bears roar! Raging rivers, scorching sands and towering icebergs! See what lives in monster lakes, how violent volcanoes explode, and what happens when stormy weather hits. It’s time for nature to get nasty! Includes Rainforests, Cracking Coasts, Deserts, Earthquakes, Freaky Peaks, Monster Lakes, Odious Oceans, Raging Rivers, Stormy Weather, Violent Volcanoes
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**Customer Reviews**

This box set contains ten books in the Horrible Geography series, written by Anita Ganeri. Very much in the style of the Horrible Histories, these are great fun and very informative. This set includes the following books: Violent Volcanoes Stormy Weather Raging Rivers Odious Oceans Monster Lakes Freaky Peaks Earth-Shattering Earthquakes Desperate Deserts Cracking Coasts Bloominâ€™ Rainforests An example of what is in one book (Bloominâ€™ Rainforests) includes the stories of explorers who got lost in the jungle, the different layers of the rainforest, how to recreate the rainforest in your bedroom, some of the living creatures you might find there (including plant life and insects), the threatened destruction of the rainforests and their future, plus lots more. Full of facts and sure to both entertain and educate, these are really good value for money.
These are awesome and really have my son excited about reading Geography. Thanks so much for a fun educational product!

funny and informative

These are very well written to entice kids. It is very conversational. Full of fun facts. My son enjoys all the different topics.
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